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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, GEORGE H. PATTISON, a 

' resident of Freeport, in the county of Stephenv 
son and State of Illinois, have invented-cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Gate 
Hinges; and. I do herebyydeclare the following 

' to be a full, clear, and exact description of the‘ 
. invention, such as will enable others skilled in, 
f the art to whichit pertains to make and use the . 
same. A 

My invention is an improved gate-hinge, so 
.5 constructed that the gate to which it is at 

; ‘inched will close by its own weight when 
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opened, the parts of thehinge being at the same 
time so connected as not to be liable to acci-v 
dental separation. The hinge is made‘ both 
single-acting and double-acting. Both forms 
are fully described in the following speci?ca 
tion and shown in the accompanying draw 
ings, in which—— 
Figure 1 is an elevation of a closed gate 

with the'single-acting hinge attached 5 Fig. 2, 
an elevation of the, same gate open; Fig. 3, a 
plan of the hinge closed, and Fig. 4 an eleva~ 
tion of the link which connects the two parts 
of the hinge. ‘Fig. 5 is an elevation of a closed , 
gate with the double-acting hinge attached; ' 
Fig. 6, an elevation of the same gate open, and 
Fig. 7 a plan of the double-acting hinge closed. 

In Figs. 1, 2, 8, and 4 the single-acting hinge. 
is shown, and in these ?gures A is the gate 
post, and B the‘ frame of the gate, the two 
being connected at the top by an ordinary 
hinge, G.‘ F is a segmental gear formed in 
tegrally with a plate, D, which is screwed to 
the face of the post. G is a segmental gear 
lying in the same plane with the segment F, 
and engaging with it, and is formed integrally 
with a plate, D’, which is screwed to the gate 
frame 13. A link, E, connects the segments 
F G, the ends of the links being turned down 
ward at right angles to its body‘ and passed 
through holes at the centers of the respective 
segments. The operation of the hinge is as 
follows: W'hen the gate is closed, the post and 
gate are parallel (seeFig. 1) and the parts of 
the hinge are in the position shown'bythe 
full lines in Fig. 3. As the gate is opened 
the gear G rolls about the gear F, the space 
between the gate and post remaining the same 

I‘ at the top, but constantly widening at the bot 
' tom, until after opening ninety degrees the 
parts reach the position shown in Fig. 2 and 
by the dotted lines in Fig. 3. During this 
entire motion the distance between the centers 
of the segments F G remains the same, and 
the link E, which swings with the motion of the 
gate, holds the two segments together and 
prevents any liability to disconnection of the 
parts. As the gate opens and the distance 
between the gate and post at the’ bottom in 

lifted more and more, and the weight of the gate 
and its tendency to return to a level position 
will close it at once when released. 
The segments F G may be of equal radius 

and equal angle, or their radii may bear any 
desired relation. They may also be eccen 
trics, provided they are so arranged that the 
points connected by the link shall always 
maintain ‘a uniform distance from each other. 

‘ In.Figs. 5, 6, and 7 the double-acting hinge 
is shown; and in these ?gures, A is the post, 
B the gate-frame, and C an ordinary hinge, 
which connects them at the top. His'a semi 
circular pinion integral with a plate, E, which 
is secured to the face of the post contiguous 
to the gate, and I a straight toothed bar or rack 
formed integrally with a plate attached to the 
edge of the gate. A link, F, is pivoted at the 
center of the pinion E, and is provided at its 
free end with a vertical roller, ' G, which moves 

which is formed integrally with the rack I. 
The operation of this hinge is as follows: 
When the gate is closed, the parts are in the 
positions shown in Fig. 5 and the full lines of 
Fig. 7. As the gate is opened the teeth of the 
rack mesh successively with the teeth of the 
pinion, until after opening ninety degrees they 
reach the position shown by the dotted lines in 
Fig. 3. As the gate opens the roller G moves 
along the face of‘ the ?ange L, being at all 
times exactlyv coincident with the teeth which 
are in mesh, ‘so that the link F'always pre 
vents the separation of the rack and pinion. 

‘ In this hinge, as in the single-acting hinge, 
the opening of the gate lifts its outer or free 
edge, and the weight of the gate closes it as 
soon as it is released. The dotted lines show 
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creases the outer or free edge of the gate is ' 
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along the rear edge of a vertical ?ange, L, ' 
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the gate opened ninety degrees in one direc~ 
tion. It is evident that it may be opened 
equally Well in the other direction. For a 
single~acting hinge half the rack and half the 

5 pinion may be used, instead of the Whole, as 
shown in the ?gures. 

I am aware that gravity gate-hinges, both’ 
single and double acting, are already in use, 
and I do not therefore claim a gravity-hinge, 

1o broadly; but, 
- Having described my invention, What I claim 
‘as new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, 
1s— 

In a gate~hinge adapted for attachment to 

the bottom of a gate, the combination of two 15 
geared parts attached to the gate and post, re 
spectively, and a link connectingthe two posts 
and holding their geared surfaces in contact in 
all positions of the gate, the Whole being so 

, constructed and combined that the Weight of 20 
the gate shall close it when opened. 
In testimony whereof I have signed this 

speci?cation in the presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. * 

. GEORGE H. PATTISON. 
‘Vitnesses: 

R. H. WILns, 
OSCAR TAYLOR. 



Correction in Letters Patent No. 283,416, \ 

i l 

‘It is hereby certi?ed that in Letters Patent No. 283,416, gra-nted August 21, 1883, to 

George H. Pettison, of Freeport, Illinois, for an improvement in “Grate Hinges,” an 

error appears in line 17,1iage 2, of the printed speci?cation forming a part of said 

patent, requiring correction as follows: the word “posts ” should read parts; and that 

the speci?cation should be read with this correction therein to make it conform to the 

record of thecase in the Patent O?ice. 

Signed, countersigned, and sealed this 28th day of August, A. D. 1883. 

M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting Secretary of the Interim". 

[snub] 

‘Counter-signed: 
E. M. MARBLE, 

Commissioner of Patents. 


